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Our Sweet Inspiration

 
We are here to make joyful and

thoughtful things happen with

chocolate again

OUR JOURNEY

We only have great memories of chocolate growing
up. The joy of running to our local sweet shop to

spend our pocket money. 
Chocolate was part of every event during the year

from Christmas and Easter to birthdays. 

Memories

In a race to create more things cheaply something
happened. Chocolate no longer tasted good; the

packaging no longer felt special. It no longer meant
luxury and indulgence. Boxes were grabbed as a last-

minute gift. They no longer said that you mattered.

Something Happened

Over time we began to understand that the story
behind the chocolate we were surrounded by was

one of damage to our planet and to its people. On our
journey we have discovered that there is better.

There is amazing, sustainable raw ingredients and
beautiful Irish products that we can tell our story

with. 
 

The Change



Why choose Bean and Goose

for your gifting?

We have experience of delivering your gifts safely
anywhere in the world from 10 to 2,000.

We can arrange multiple individual deliveries,
delivery to one location or even send gifts via email.

Quick & Easy Shipping

We have gifts for most dietary requirements, vegan,
alcohol free, nut free and gluten free.

Vegan Friendly

We replenish what we take.
When you buy from Bean and Goose trees are

replanted in Ecuador. 
In 2021 over 23,000 trees were planted thanks to

Bean and Goose customers.
Choosing Bean and Goose means everyone along the

chain wins, 
Our cocoa farmers, our collaborative partners, our

team and our consumers too.
Our chocolate is ethically sourced with plastic free

and recyclable packaging options to reduce our
environmental impact.

One Bar One Tree
Ethical and Sustainable



WHAT PEOPLE SAY

"Bean and Goose understand how to create
memorable chocolate gifting experiences. We are

big fans of the brand and love working with Natalie
and Karen to select very special gifts that let our
teams and colleagues know how much we value

them."
 

Michelle Meehan
Sales Manager

The Dylan Hotel Dublin
 

"We wanted to raise the bar with a unique and
memorable client Christmas Gift. The Bean and

Goose chocolate subscription exceeded
expectations and delighted our clients in an

overwhelming way."
As one client put it 

"As an advocate of supporting Irish crafts and a
total chocoholic, HPC's gift is amazing!”

 
Katrina Dowling HPC Global

Marketing Lead
 
 



TYPES OF GIFTS

1. Curated Gifts.
Choose from our list of Curated Gifts with all of

the Bean and Goose favourites.
 

2. Build your own Gift.
Let us know your budget per person and any other
requirements and we will build the perfect gift for

you.
 

3. Digital Gifts
If you want to make sure they get exactly what

they want send a digital gift, a thoughtful gift that
arrives in moments.

 
4. Subscription Gifts

Give the gift that keeps on giving with a 3, 6 or 12
month subscription to our most exciting flavours

in our Tasting club.
 

5. Experience Gifts
Gift a shared experience with a virtual or in person

chocolate tasting & making experience.
 
 
 



PERSONALISE

Next, choose your level of personalisation
 

Add your own gift message or include a card
from you. Just let us know what you wish to say.

 
Personalise the wrap with your logo or message.

 
We can add your logo or message to our

‘Hammer of Joy’
 

Finally, let us know how you wish to send
your gifts.

 
We can arrange delivery directly from our

workshop in Gorey to your teams and clients
anywhere in the world.

 
We can deliver to one location for you to

distribute out.
 
 
 



 
CURATED GIFTS - GIFT BOXES

 
Cafe Bar Birthday Bundle

4 cafe bar flavours that pair 
with iconic coffee drinks

Milk Chocolate Malted Barley
Milk Chocolate Hazelnut & Cardamom

Dark Chocolate Irish Oats & Apple Treacle V
Dark Chocolate Toasted Coconut & Rose V

€8.00
 

Weekend Wander Collection 
 3 bar selection of 70g chocolate bars

Smoky Sea Salt |Salty Almonds
Umami Seaweed 

€13.80
 

500g Sharing Slab Chocolate
For breaking, cracking and sharing. Choose from: 

Milk Chocolate 'Morning Breeze' OR
Dark Chocolate 'Evening Calm' 

€27.92
 

Hammer of Joy
To add to the Sharing Slab experience

€9.60
Plus €2.00 per hammer for customisation



 
CURATED GIFTS - VEGAN SELECTION

 
Coffee Break | Birthday | Welcome

Bundle
1 * Coffee & Cardamom chocolate bar 

with Soma Coffee Company 250g pouch 
of Coffee (Whole Bean or Fine Grind)

€12.80
 

Especially For You Gift Box
 collection of 70g chocolate bars

choose from -
Sour Cherry Orchard | Umami Seaweed

Coffee & Cardamom 
€13.80 - 3 bar collection
€17.60 - 4 bar collection

 
 

500g Sharing Slab Chocolate
For breaking, cracking and sharing.

Dark Chocolate 'Evening Calm' 
€27.92

 
Hammer of Joy

To add to the Sharing Slab experience
€9.60

Plus €2.00 per hammer for customisation



 
CURATED GIFTS  - GIFT BUNDLES

 
Coffee Break| Birthday| Welcome Bundle 

4 x Bean and Goose Café Bars with 
Soma Coffee Company 

250g pouch of Coffee (Whole Bean or Fine Grind)
 €16.40

 
Favourites All Bar Bundle

All 6 of our most loved 70g bar flavours,
4 café bar flavours plus a pouch of our

 Classic DarkHot Chocolate
€40.00

 
Thank You Bundle

Sharing Slab - Evening Calm or Morning
Breeze (1 * 500g Dark or Milk Slab),

Hammer of Joy, a pouch of our Classic Dark 
Hot Chocolate

€42.00
 
 
 



 
CURATED GIFTS

GRAND GESTURES
 

Joys of Summer Bundle
All 6 of our most loved 70g chocolate
bars, Milk or Dark Chocolate Sharing

Slab, Hammer of Joy, a pouch of our Classic
Dark Hot Chocolate

€68.00
 

Extra Large Seasonal Sharing
Slab

1.5kg ginormous sharing slab of
chocolate. Perfect to impress at any

event or to gift to entire teams
Milk or Dark Chocolate Seasonal Sharing

Slab (enough chocolate for 30 people)
with Hammer of Joy

Available in craft or Irish Oak gift box
with customised Hammer of Joy

From €88.00
 
 
 
 
 
 



DIGITAL GIFTS
GIFTS THAT ARE JOYFUL 

& THOUGHTFUL TOO
 

Let them choose what they really want, delicious
sustainable chocolate to enjoy and share or an

experience to remember with our event options.
 

1. Pricing
Share your budget per person 

and we will suggest some options
 

2. Details Needed
Share your recipient emails and 

we will assign them a link
 

3. Delivery
We take it from there arranging 

delivery of their gift or experience.
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
SUBSCRIPTION GIFTS

THE GIFT THAT KEEPS GIVING
 

This is where we create our most 
exciting and seasonal of flavours. 

 
Two bars every single month that tell

a story of the Irish seasons 
and our ingredients.

 
By the time a Tasting Club chocolate 

bar reaches you we will have had many
conversations around flavour ideas, made small

batches of our recipes, shortlisted our favourites,
sourced

 the most beautiful ingredients and made a few
last-minute tweaks.

 
Creating like this doesn’t happen quickly. That’s

why these flavours are only available through the
Tasting Club.

 
3 month subscription €40.00
6 month subscription €75.20

12 month subscription €140.00
Surcharge applies for International Delivery

 



 

 
 

EXPERIENCES
VIRTUAL & INHOUSE

 
1.A virtual chocolate tasting workshop

 
We will send a chocolate tasting kit & tasting notes to your

teams around the world to be shared at a virtual tasting
event. Each event ends with a tour of 

our chocolate making workshop. 
45 mins

€350 - Plus €23 +delivery per tasting kit (unlimited
guests)

 
2. In person workshop tour

 See where we make our chocolate and dream up our
flavours. Each guest will make their own chocolate bar using

our couverture and ingredients.
 1.5 hrs private event
€550 - max 15 guests

 
3. The Big Experience

Come and see the home of Bean and Goose, Last Tree Farm,
in the Wexford countryside. You will spend the day making

and tasting beautiful chocolate with foraging trips. 
Full day POA

 
 
 
 
 



ORDERING & DISCOUNTS
 

The discounts below will
be applied automatically
based on the volume size

of your order.
 

Volume 
Over €1,000 5%

Over €5,000 7.5%
Over €10,000 10%

Pricing is EX VAT at 23%
 

Ordering is easy, just call or email to place
your order

Natalie 0861857559
Karen 0861857558

natalie@beanandgoose.ie
 

Made in Ireland
Bean and Goose Chocolate

 Unit 4A, Ballyloughan Business Park,
Arklow Road, Gorey, Wexford, Y21C1W2

beanandgoose.ie



Our chocolate footprint

SUSTAINABILITY
 

Its important to us that buying Bean
and Goose means everyone along the

chain wins.
 

Our cocoa farmers, our collaborative
partners, our team and our consumers

too.
 

Bean and Goose proves that we can
make changes, that our choices do

good.
 

It is possible to build better brands
that care about their communities and

the impact they have on the planet
and the people in it.

 
There are real people behind every

bar of chocolate that we create.
 


